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ABSTRACT 

Titanium dental implants are medical devices used to restore the function entailed with the 
loss of one or several teeth. To obtain successful function over long periods, the dental 
implants must be sufficiently anchored in the bone to withstand the forces induced by for 
example chewing. Two important factors for obtaining high anchorage strength are i) the 
chemical composition of the material and ii) the implant design at all length scales. 
Topographical features on different length scales induce for example nucleation sites for 
collagen and minerals, cell attachment and biomechanical stimulation necessary to prevent 
bone resorption and eventually to gain bone.  

The design of nucleation sites at the titanium surface to stimulate bone growth is at the 
heart of the project presented in this thesis. The aim of the work is to in detail characterize the 
implant surface and design chemically as well as topographically modified surfaces by 
complementary experimental studies including electrochemical characterization and 
biomechanical models. The present thesis is based on three main topics of importance for 
dental implants: i) Surface topography measured with scanning electron microscopy and 
atomic force microscopy, ii) Biomechanical modelling and iii) Electronic properties of the 
surface oxide film investigated using impedance spectroscopy and cyclic voltammetry.  

Theoretical finite element studies have shown that the micro-topography of a surface 
can be designed to induce optimal biomechanical stimulation for bone formation. However, 
currently used topographical characterization methods for describing dental implant surfaces 
are insufficient to characterize the topography in the required detail to design such surfaces. In 
the present thesis, a method to investigate and describe the micro- to nanosized surface 
topographies is presented. In this method, complementary analysis techniques are used in 
combination with overlapping analysis areas and data filtering in order to obtain information 
from surface features in a wide range of length scales. Theoretical models have also been 
developed with the aim of evaluating the ability of micro- and nanoscaled surface features to 
induce retention strength with bone. By combining the characterization method and the 
theoretical models, an integrated characterization method is presented which can be used to 
design biomechanically optimized implant surfaces with suitable surface topography. 

Various modification techniques are used to alter the surface topography and as a 
secondary effect, the electronic properties of the oxide film will be altered. The effects on the 
biological response induced by changes in topography and electronic properties separately are 
therefore difficult to distinguish. The present thesis includes a study where the electronic 
properties of the surface oxide film were deliberately changed without significant changes in 
surface topography. The results show that the electronic properties of the oxide film have 
larger effects on the cellular attachment and apatite nucleation than a small change in 
topography and that a less insulating oxide film is preferable for titanium dental implants.  

The knowledge obtained from the biomechanical models and the electronic 
investigation was used to design well-characterized nanostructured surfaces created by 
coating titanium discs with titanium dioxide nanoparticles of different morphology and size. 
The bioactivity of the coated samples was evaluated by apatite formation and the results show 
that the coated samples induce earlier apatite nucleation and form thicker apatite layers than 
the uncoated reference.  

The results obtained and presented in this thesis suggest that dental implants should 
have roughness at different length scales in combination with formation of a thin defect rich 
oxide. Such an implant is still to be designed and tested under realistic conditions.  

Keywords: Surface roughness parameters, 3D-SEM, AFM, Interfacial shear strength, 
Impedance spectroscopy, Cyclic voltammetry, SBF, MG-63, TiO2 nanoparticles.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Dental implants commonly used today are made of titanium or titanium alloys with a screw 

shaped design and a rough surface. This implant design has shown excellent performance 

with long-term stability and is the result of many years of development [1-3]. Current 

developments of dental implants are mainly related to shortening the healing time and 

improving the aesthetics. It is also a wish to use dental implants in bone with lower quality 

than possible today. The challenge is to design an implant with these new characteristics 

without affecting the long-term stability already achieved. One of the aspects very much in 

focus is the biomechanics. For example, a roughened surface introduces biomechanical forces 

that stimulate and enhance the cellular response [4-6]. Mechanical stimulation on varied 

length scales are also crucial to prevent bone resorption and to preserve or even regain bone 

[7-9].  

The part of the implant surface that is in contact with the body fluid is the surface oxide 

film which properties are highly important for the biocompatibility of the implant material 

[10,11]. Interactions at the oxide/solution interface only slightly contribute to the force 

associated with primary anchorage of the implant with the bone but can be of decisive 

importance indirectly by providing a good platform for the new bone formation. Although 

various physical and chemical properties of implant surfaces are generally considered decisive 

factors for the biocompatibility of materials, the mechanism of new bone formation is still not 

known on a molecular level. However, improved biological response for titanium implants 

has been shown by altering the chemical properties of the surface [12-15] as well as by 

introducing nanostructures or nanosized surface features [16-18].  

As more knowledge is gained regarding the properties of the implant surface that have 

effects on the biological response, the possibility to design implants with specific properties 

increases. However, further developments are necessary since for example, the techniques 

used to characterize implant surfaces today give insufficiently detailed description of the 

topography. In addition, focus has mostly been on topographical and chemical aspects while 
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other properties of the material, such as the electronic conduction of the surface oxide [19-

21], may be equally important for the biological response.  

The objective of the present work was to gain better understanding of the electronic and 

topographic properties of titanium implants and how these properties influence, at different 

time and length scales, the practical outcome in dental implant applications. By combining 

electrochemical and topographical techniques with biomechanical theories, this thesis adds 

new insight to implant research and technology. The thesis is based on the seven appended 

papers, summarized in three main chapters: Chapter 3 – Biomechanics and implant 

topography – comprises an integrated characterization method where the importance of 

evaluating the surface roughness at variable length scales are considered as well as its effects 

on retention strength with bone, Papers II, III, IV and V. In Chapter 4 – Modification of the 

titanium oxide film – oxide films with different electronic properties are topographically and 

electrochemically characterized and the effects on cell response and apatite formation 

evaluated, Papers I and VI. Finally, Chapter 5 – Nanostructures – includes a study where 

titanium dioxide nanoparticles were spin-coated onto substrates to create electrochemically as 

well as topographically modified surfaces, which were evaluated with the respect to apatite 

formation, Paper VII.   
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2. EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1. Sample preparation 

Commercially pure titanium discs (Grade IV) with a turned surface were used in all 

experiments. The discs were cleaned and degreased before altering the topography and/or 

chemistry of the surfaces according to different modification techniques described below.  

Physical and chemical treatment 

Physical modification was performed by blasting the turned samples with TiO2 particles of 

two sizes creating fine- (FB) and coarse- (CB) blasted surfaces with different surface 

roughness. Chemical treatments were performed by using oxalic acid and/or dilute 

hydrofluoric acid (HF), which influences the topography of the surface and chemical 

composition as well as electric properties of the surface oxide film, Papers I, II, III and V. The 

FB sample represents the surface of the commercial TiOblast™ implant (Astra Tech AB) and 

the CB surface treated with diluted HF acid (CB+HF) represents the surface of the 

commercial OsseoSpeed™ implant (Astra Tech AB).  

Anodized samples 

In Paper VI, the turned titanium discs were modified by galvanostatic anodization to 20.0 V 

using current densities of 2.4, 4.8 or 11.9 mVcm-2 (geometric areas). The anodization was 

performed in 0.5 M H2SO4 and both potential and current were recorded. After reaching 20.0 

V, the potential was kept constant at 20.0 V for 5 minutes in order to create a stable oxide.  

Spin-coated samples 

In Paper VII, titanium dioxide (TiO2) nanoparticles of three sizes, 8, 22 and 30 nm were spin-

coated onto disc shaped samples. Particles of 8 and 22 nm were synthesized by hydrolysis 

from a TiCl4 solution and consisted predominately of anatase [22]. The 30 nm particles were 

commercially available titanium dioxide particles (Degussa P25) extensively washed prior to 
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use in order to remove organic impurities from the particle surfaces. The spin-coated samples 

are hereafter referred to as coated.  

2.2. Electrochemical analysis 

2.2.1 Instrumentation 

Potentiostat and frequency analyzer 

The electrochemical experiments performed in Paper I were carried out using an EG&G 

Princeton Applied Research potentiostat/galvanostat model 273A together with a 

Schlumberger frequency response analyzer SI1255 for the impedance measurements. In 

Papers VI and VII, a Gamry Reference 600™ Potentiostat/Galvanostat/ZRA was used. The 

general instrumental set-up is shown in Figure 2-1.  

 
Figure 2-1. Experimental setup for electrochemical measurements.  

Cells 

The electrochemical experiments in Paper I were performed in a conventional three electrode 

cell consisting of a 150 ml titration vessel and a lid with the ability to use a rotating disc 

electrode, Figure 2-2a. For the electrochemical experiments performed in Papers VI and VII, 

electrochemical experiments were carried out in the setup shown in Figure 2-2b. The sample 

is placed at the bottom of the cell with the modified surface towards the electrolyte. A large Pt 

counter electrode is concentrically placed around the sample to assure optimal current 

distribution and the reference electrode (Ag/AgCl, sat KCl) is place in the middle of the cell. 

During the electrochemical experiments, a three-electrode system was used with the exception 

of the anodization where only two electrodes were employed.   
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b) 
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Figure 2-2. Cell setup for electrochemical experiments performed in a) Paper I, b) Papers VI and VII. 

Electrodes  

Disc shaped samples, with only the modified surface exposed to the electrolyte, were used as 

working electrodes. Large platinum net was used as counter electrode for the electrochemical 

and anodization experiments. All potentials were referred to a double junction Ag/AgCl 

electrode (E = 197 mV vs. SHE) with the inner compartment filled with saturated KCl 

solution and the outer junction filled with the actual electrolyte.  

2.2.2 Electrochemical techniques 

Cyclic Voltammetry  

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) is an electrochemical analysis technique where the potential is 

varied linearly with time and the responding current is measured. Figure 2-3 a) shows a 

typical CV waveform and b) the cyclic voltammogram for a turned titanium surface. The 

Ti(IV)/Ti(III) redox couple in the surface oxide film is readily observed. 

a) 

Time

E
2

E
1

 

b)    

E  / V

I 

Ti(IV) + e‐ → Ti(III)

Ti(III)  → Ti(IV) + e‐

↑

↓

 
Figure 2-3. a) Potential-time profile for cyclic voltammetry (CV). b) A CV scan for a turned titanium 

surface. Scan rate of 50mVs-1. 
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Except for the electrolyte and electrode material, variable parameters are for example scan 

rate and sweep range. The technique can be used to obtain information regarding 

electrochemical processes taking place at the electrode surface such as adsorption/desorption 

of species, reversibility and kinetics of the electrochemical reactions taking place.  

In the present work, CV was used to study the change in peak potential for the 

Ti(IV)/Ti(III) redox couple and density of states (DOS) between differently modified 

samples, Papers VI and VII. CV was performed in deoxygenated 0.1 M KOH solution with a 

sweep rate of 50 mVs-1.  

Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) 

In EIS a small alternating potential or current is applied to the cell. This signal induces a 

perturbation of steady state and the impedance response is measured in a wide frequency 

range. The impedance can be divided into a real (Z’) and an imaginary (Z’’) part where the 

phase shift as well as the magnitude give information regarding the resistive and capacitive 

behaviour of the specimen. The impedance response is analyzed by fitting the data to 

equivalent circuits or physical models [23]. EIS is useful for experiments requiring a complete 

analysis of complicated processes involving both surface and solution reactions.  

In the present work, EIS was used to investigate the impedance behaviour of modified 

turned and blasted titanium discs, Papers I, VI and VII. Two different equivalent circuits were 

used to fit the obtained data and these are shown in Figure 2-4.  

a) 

Rsol

R1

CPE1

Rsol

R1

CPE1  

b) 

Rsol

R1 R2

CPE1 CPE2

Rsol

R1 R2

CPE1 CPE2  

Figure 2-4. Equivalent circuits used in the evaluation of impedance data. Rsol is the 

solution resistance while R1 and R2 correspond to resistances of the oxide film. CPE1 and 

CPE2 are the constant phase elements of the oxide film.  

The solution resistance is coupled in series with one or two parallel circuits involving the 

resistance and capacitance of the oxide layer.  Instead of a pure capacitance, constant phase 

elements (CPE) are used to account for the frequency dependent capacitance often observed. 

Depending on the degree of frequency dispersion (), the physical meaning of the CPE 

element differs. For  = 0 and 1 pure resistive and capacitive behaviour is observed, 
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respectively. Intermediate values of  can be understood as distribution of properties due to 

heterogeneous surfaces, inhomogeneous films or mass transfer, for example. EIS 

measurements were performed at open circuit potential (OCP) in deoxygenated 0.5 M H2SO4. 

The frequency was scanned between 100 kHz-10 mHz with an amplitude of 10 mVrms and 9 

points/decay. EIS measurements were also performed at potentials ranging from +1 to -0.5 V 

in order to measure the electronic properties of the surface oxide utilizing the Mott-Schottky 

relation, Equation 2-1, Papers I and VII. In paper VI, the Mott-Schottky analysis was done by 

measuring the impedance response at 100 Hz between +2 and 0 V with a sweep rate of 10 

mVs-1.  
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  Equation 2-1 

2.3. Surface morphology and topographic characterization 

2.3.1 Techniques  

Two different techniques were used for studying the surface morphology and topographical 

characteristics: 3D-Scanning Electron Microscopy (3D-SEM) and Atomic Force Microscopy 

(AFM).  

Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) 

AFM is a scanning probe technique where a sharp tip mounted on a cantilever is scanned over 

the surface with constant velocity and pressure [24]. Tapping Mode is a non-contact AFM 

mode where the probe is oscillating above the surface and the van der Waals forces of the 

surface affects the oscillation, which is translated into height information. Analysis can be 

performed at atmospheric pressure and high-resolution data up to a few Ångström can be 

achieved [25]. However, limitations due to sensitivity of vibrations and maximum vertical 

range can reduce the application range [24,26]. AMF was used for topographical 

characterization of the turned and modified surfaces in Papers II, III and V as well as for 

anodized and coated samples in Papers VI and VII.  

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 

SEM is a microscopy technique where an electron beam is scanned over the sample surface. 

The electron beam induces a larger depth of focus than a regular light beam and images at 
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very high resolution can be recorded [27]. The high energetic electron beam induces elastic 

scattering of the sample electrons, which gives information both from the surface as well as 

from the underlying bulk material. The analyzed volume is called the interaction volume and 

its size depends highly on the energy of the incoming beam. A reduction of the beam energy 

reduces the interaction volume and the depth of focus. SEM analysis can be utilized on all 

electric conducting samples which can withstand high pressures [27]. To obtain topographical 

information from SEM images, 3D-models have to be created. This is achieved by taking two 

images at the same spot, but with a separating angle, and then put these two images together. 

It is highly important that the centre of both images is at the same spot otherwise a distorted 

3D-model is obtained which gives unreliable data [28]. 

In Papers VI and VII, SEM was used to study the morphology of samples before and 

after cell cultivation and/or SBF immersion. In Papers II and III, 3D-SEM was used for 

topographical characterization of both turned and blasted samples.  

MeX®  

MeX® [29] is a software from Alicona Imaging which transforms 3D-SEM images into a 

dense dataset that can be used to investigate the topography of surfaces. Depending on the 

resolution and magnification of the 3D-SEM images, topographical information on macro to 

sub-micro levels can be obtained [29]. The MeX® software supports import of AFM ASCII 

data files which thereby enables reliable comparison of calculated surface roughness 

parameters from different techniques. The MeX® software offers the possibility to perform 

3D-area analysis where a range of 3D surface roughness parameters is calculated. By using 

the area analysis together with applying a Gaussian filter of different sizes in the MeX® 

software, topographical information on different levels can be obtained. In Papers II, III, and 

V, care was taken to systematically measure at the same spot on the surface during the 

processing procedure, for example going from a turned surface to a blasted and chemically 

modified final sample. By using three or four 3D-SEM magnifications and three AFM scan 

sizes, topographic information on the scale from 250 μm to 150 nm was obtained. Detailed 

information regarding the MeX® analysis can be found in Paper II and in [30].  

2.3.2 Surface roughness parameters 

In 1994, Dong, Sullivan and Stout [31-33] presented a set of mathematically defined 

parameters, which in detail can describe the topography of all kind of engineered surfaces in 
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3D. The set of 3D parameters are divided into groups describing different properties of the 

surface topography such as amplitude, spatial and volume. In Paper II, parameters from these 

groups were, together with parameters often used to describe surface roughness of implants, 

evaluated with respect to dental implant applications. This analysis identified four parameters 

of specific importance, which are recommended to be used for characterizing surfaces of 

dental implants i.e. Sa (Average height of the analyzed area), Sdr (Developed interfacial area 

ratio), Sdq (Root-mean-square of surface slope) and Vvc (Void volume in core zone), Paper II 

and [30]. The mathematic descriptions of these parameters are shown in Table 2-1.  

Table 2-1. Surface roughness parameters. 

Sa 

Average height of the analyzed area (μm)          

  
x yl l

dydx
0 0yx ll

  y,xη
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Developed interfacial area ratio (%) 
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Sdq 

Root-mean-square of the slope of the surface  

   
  



































y x

l

0

l

dy dx
0

22

yx
dq  

y

y,xη

x

y,xη

ll

1
S  

Vvc Core void volume of topographic surface (ml/m2) 

lx and ly are the side lengths of the sampling area.  
η is the height distance from the reference plane [31-33]. 

2.4. Material characterization 

Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX)  

EDX analysis is performed within the SEM instrumentation. When the incoming electron 

beam interacts with the sample, this can cause emission of X-ray photons due to the excitation 

and relaxation of sample atoms. Since the emitted X-ray photons are characteristic to each 

element, EDX is used for both qualitative and quantitative elemental analysis [27]. However, 

no information regarding chemical compounds can be obtained, only the overall element 

composition. EDX was used in Paper VI and VII to detect the amount of apatite formed after 

simulated body fluid (SBF) immersion.  
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X-ray diffraction (XRD) 

XRD is an analysis technique where an X-ray beam is projected onto the sample. If the 

material is crystalline, the incoming beam interacts with the atoms in the 3D-crystal structure 

which then emits radiation specific to the lattice parameters. The constructive interference 

between the initial X-ray beam and the emitted radiation from the atom creates characteristic 

diffraction patterns, which can be used to identify chemical composition, crystallographic 

structure and phase of the sample. XRD analysis can be used on a wide range of samples such 

as powders, thin films, solids etc. The incoming X-ray beam is highly energetic and can, 

depending on material, penetrate the surface of the sample. By using gracing-angle XRD (GI-

XRD) the incident angle of the incoming beam can be varied and information from smaller 

volumes close to the surface obtained.  

XRD was used to evaluate the crystalline phase of the anodized and coated samples 

before and after immersion in simulated body fluid (SBF) in Papers VI and VII.  

X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) 

XPS method is a technique, which uses a more focused X-ray beam with lower energy than 

the X-ray beam used in XRD. Due to the low energy level, the outermost surface (~6nm) of 

the specimen is analyzed and information about composition, chemical state, electronic 

structure and geometric structure of sample surface can be obtained [34]. 

XPS was used to investigate the composition of the anodized and coated samples in 

Paper VI and VII.  

2.5. Cell and Simulated Body Fluid (SBF) studies 

In order to investigate the biological response of the surfaces in Papers VI and VII, two in 

vitro methods were used; cellular response and apatite formation in simulated body fluid. 

Cell study 

A cell study was performed to investigate the interaction between cells and the anodized 

surfaces in Paper VI using human osteoblast-like cell line MG-63. Osteoblasts are the early 

“bone forming” cells, which together with another important cell type, the osteoclasts, are 

crucial in the bone remodelling process continuously takes place in our bones. The cells were 

harvested after 3, 7 and 14 days of culture. Cell adhesion and morphology after 36h were 

investigated by SEM. The number of cells present on the different surfaces after the different 
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times was evaluated by measuring the amount of DNA. The promotion of osteoblast activity 

and inhibition of osteoclast activity were evaluated by measuring the extracellular 

Prostaglandin E2 (PGE2) and Osteoprotegerin (OPG) levels. To evaluate the early 

mineralization and differentiation of osteoblasts, the Alkaline phosphate (ALP) levels in the 

cells as well as in the supernatant were measured.  

Simulated Body Fluid (SBF) 

SBF is a solution that contains ion concentrations similar to human blood plasma [35,36], 

which is supersaturated with respect to apatite. Hydroxyapatite is the hydroxylated form of 

apatite, Ca5(PO4)3(OH), and is an important mineral in our bones [36,37]. 

In Papers VI and VII, anodized and coated surfaces were immersed in revised SBF 

solution [35], for 12 h, 72 h, and 1 week at 37.0 °C. The samples were mounted up-side down 

to avoid gravitational precipitation on the surfaces. The amount and morphology of the 

formed apatite were evaluated by using EDX, SEM and XRD.  
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3. BIOMECHANICS AND IMPLANT TOPOGRAPHY 

Bones are constructed at levels ranging from macro to nanoscale in hierarchical order. The 

structure, composition and organization of these levels are optimized with respect to each 

other in order to create the remarkable mechanical properties of our bones [38,39]. Bone 

properties such as structure and mass are affected by the mechanical forces which it is 

subjected to [9]. This connection is for example utilized in the design of the neck portion of a 

dental implant where a smooth surface has been replaced by a neck comprising of retention 

elements such as threads to allow the surrounding bone to be mechanically stimulated 

[7,40,41]. The bone adaption to an implant can be studied by structural and compositional 

analysis of the tissue close to the implant surface [38]. Studies have shown that the bone-

implant interface has reduced levels of collagen and/or minerals as compared to the 

unaffected bone [42-44] and therefore has lower mechanical strength [44,45]. The size of this 

interface zone of reduced mechanical strength can be decreased by increasing the roughness 

of the implant topography. This gives an increased surface area and mechanical stimulation of 

the bone tissue on different levels [6,46-49]. 

The early Brånemark implants had a smooth surface topography and although the 

screw-shaped design of the titanium implants gave increased bone anchorage compared to a 

cylindrical implant, fibrous tissue was often formed at the implant surface [50]. By using 

implants with micro-roughened surfaces, this fibrous encapsulation was prevented and 

improved bone-to-implant contact, removal torque (RTQ), pull-out and push-out forces were 

obtained as compared to implants with a smooth titanium surface [3,51-54]. Surface features 

at the micro-scale have also been shown to improve the affinity to adhere osteoblasts and 

increase the activity for cells adhered to roughened surfaces compared to smooth [55-59]. Due 

to the above mentioned reasons commercial implants today typically have surface roughness 

at different length scales comprising micro-, sub-micro- and nanoscaled structures. In order to 

characterize such surfaces in detail and further improve the descriptions of key elements for 

implant topography, new methods for characterizing and interpretation are continuously 

required.  
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3.1. Characterization of implant topographies  

The texture of a surface is generally divided into three categories; form, waviness and 

roughness depending on the wavelength of texture components [60]. The form and waviness 

are related to the design and to the natural variation induced by the manufacturing technique 

to create the raw material. To remove the form and waviness from dental implant surfaces, a 

Gaussian filter with a size of 50×50 μm is recommended where topographical information 

from surface features larger than 50 μm is removed [26]. However, using a filter of one size is 

not sufficient to describe the topography of dental implants which consists of surface features 

in a wide range of scales. For example, the contribution to surface roughness from nanosized 

features might be masked by surface features of larger sizes that influences the roughness 

much more. Fractal analysis, wavelet filtering [61-65] and Fast-Fourier-Transform [66,67] are 

methods which have been used to analyze surface roughness induced by surface features of 

variable length-scales. Another technique was utilized in Paper II where topographical 

information from surface features ranging from 250 μm to 150 nm was obtained by using i) 

complementary analysis techniques (AFM and 3D-SEM), ii) overlapping SEM magnifications 

and AFM scan sizes, iii) a Gaussian filter with a band-gap of 100 and varied size. Figure 3-1 

illustrates SEM and AFM images taken at different magnifications and scan sizes of a turned 

surface treated with diluted hydrofluoric acid (TS+HF). From these images, it is clearly 

shown that overlapping magnifications and scan sizes are necessary to visualize the different 

structure levels of the surface. 

3.1.1  Using surface roughness parameters to describe topography 

Surface topography is traditionally described by mathematically defined surface roughness 

parameters where parameters describing the roughness of 2D-profiles have been utilized since 

the 1960’s. However, with the development of new analysis techniques, parameters 

describing 3D-surfaces are now possible to obtain. In 1994 Dong, Stout and Sullivan 

suggested a set of 3D-surface roughness parameters to characterize all kinds of mechanically 

made surfaces [31-33,60]. These parameters describe different properties of the topography 

such as amplitude, bearing, texture etc. To standardize the characterization of surfaces in 3D 

an ISO standard has recently been published, ISO 25178.  

Surfaces roughness parameters are generally scale-dependent which means that the 

parameter values can change depending on measurement scale and sampling interval [67]. 
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c)

 
 

d) 

 

 

e) 

 

 

f) 

 

Figure 3-1. Overlapping SEM magnifications and AFM scan sizes on the same point of a turned surface treated 

with diluted HF acid (TS+HF). a-c) show SEM images taken at ×500 (248×186 μm), ×1200 (103×78 μm) and 

×5000 (25×19 μm) magnification, respectively. d-f) show AFM  at scan sizes of 10×10, 5×5 and 3×3 μm, 

respectively. SEM settings:, 30kV, WD = 10 mm (ESEM XL30). AFM settings:  0.8 Hz, 512 scan lines 

(Multimode SPM IIIa). 

Because of this, it is important to clearly state the technique, filter size and settings used when 

topographical information is published and discussed [26,66,68]. Wennerberg et al. [26] 

proposed a set of guidelines for how to characterize the topography of dental implants. The 

authors suggested that screw-shaped implants should be analyzed at the thread top, valley and 

flank and that at least one height, spatial and hybrid parameter should be included when 

describing the surface topography. In Paper II, the parameters proposed by Dong, Stout and 

Sullivan [31-33] and Wennerberg et al. [26] were evaluated with respect to usefulness in 

dental implant applications. A total amount of 13 surface roughness parameters was 

evaluated, including their length-scale dependence. This was done by analyzing the surface 

topography of former and today commercially available dental implants (TiOblast™ and 

OsseoSpeed™, Astra Tech AB) and intermediate surfaces. The length-scale dependence was 

obtained by using complementary analysis techniques, overlapping magnifications and a 

Gaussian filter of varied sizes, in detail described in Section 2.3 and Paper II. This analysis 

was further extended to include newly designed implant surfaces consisting of surface 

features in a wider size range, Paper V and [69]. Of the initially 13 parameters, four 

parameters were considered especially valuable when describing the topography of dental 

implant surfaces. The parameters were: i) Average height of the analysed area (Sa), ii) 
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Developed interfacial area ratio (Sdr), iii) Root-mean-square of surface slope (Sdq) and iv) 

Void volume in core zone (Vvc). Sa is a height parameter which is commonly used to describe 

surfaces of dental implants. The Sdq and Sdr are hybrid parameters and describe the slope and 

the surface enlargement compared to a smooth surface, respectively [31,32]. The volume 

parameter Vvc is defined from the bearing property of the topography and gives information 

regarding the amount of fluid that the surface can hold, e.g. in the form of blood which is 

important during the healing process [39,70]. The mathematical definitions of these 

parameters are shown in Table 2-1. Using these four parameters it is possible to separate 

between topographically similar surfaces provided that the length-scale dependence is 

evaluated, Paper II and V. An example of this is given in Figure 3-2 where SEM images of 

blasted surfaces treated with a) oxalic acid (CB+AT2), b) oxalic acid and diluted HF acid 

sequentially (CB+AT1) and c) diluted HF acid (CB+HF) are shown. In Figure 3-2d, the 

length-scale dependence of the Sa parameter can be seen when measured on these three 

surfaces using 3D-SEM.  The values farthest to the right are obtained when a Gaussian filter 

of 50×50 μm is applied which is the recommended filter size when analyzing dental implant 

surfaces [26]. At this length-scale, no difference in surface roughness can be observed 

although the surfaces clearly have different morphology, Figure 3-2a-c. However, when 

applying filters of smaller sizes (towards lower log filter size values in Figure 3-2d), 

separation between the treated surfaces can be obtained. From the graph in Figure 3-2d it can 

be determined that the oxalic acid treatment induces additional hierarchical levels [69] which 

gives increased Sa values as compared to blasted surfaces treated with HF only (CB+HF), 

Paper V. The sequential treatment of the oxalic acid treated surfaces with diluted HF acid 

induced yet another hierarchical level on top of the former structures [69]. In addition, this 

fine structure separates the (CB+AT1) and (CB+AT2) surfaces at the lowest filter sizes for the 

Sa parameter, Figure 3-2d, Paper V. This interpretation is not possible without the visual 

information obtained from the SEM images. Without an image of the surface, a correct 

interpretation of the surface parameter values is almost impossible and this should not be 

made since topographically different surfaces can exhibit the same parameter values [71]. 

Because of this, it is also important that complementary parameters are used in order to give a 

correct description of the surface topography.  

3.1.2 Theoretical models to evaluate the bone-implant interaction 

The performance of design and topography of dental implants is evaluated by in vivo studies 
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Figure 3-2. a-c) show SEM images of CB+AT2, CB+AT1 and CB+HF surfaces, respectively at the lowest  SEM 

magnification, ×5000 (25×19 μm)  used in the 3D-SEM topography evaluation. d) shows the length-scale 

dependence for the Sa parameter measured at these surfaces. The points farthest to the right show the value 

obtained if a Gaussian filter of 50×50 μm is applied. SEM settings; 30kV, WD = 10mm (ESEM XL30). 

where the interaction between a surgically placed implant and the bone is measured after a 

certain healing time. This interaction is measured by the forces required to either break the 

bonds between the bone and the implant by a pull, push or torque motion. The latter is called 

Removal Torque (RTQ) and measured forces are proportional to the interfacial shear strength 

between implant and bone. The Sa parameter has been used as a predictor of the ability of 

titanium dental implants to induce interfacial shear strength. Systematic studies of blasted 

titanium implants with various surface roughness showed that a Sa value of 1.5 μm induces 

the highest RTQ values [26,51,72,73]. In Paper II, a comparison of published Sa and RTQ 

values for physically (blasted) and chemically (HF treated, anodized, incorporated ions) 

modified surfaces was performed. For blasted surfaces, the RTQ increased with increased Sa 

up to 1.5 μm. However, for non-blasted surfaces, this relationship was not proved, which 

suggests that other properties than the topography e.g. chemical composition and electronic 
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properties, influences the interfacial shear strength. This will be further discussed in Chapter 4 

and 5.  

In Paper III, the mechanical interaction between the bone and implant was investigated. 

This study resulted in the development of the Local Biomechanical model, which evaluates 

the ability of different surface topographies to induce retention strength with the bone during 

RTQ situations. This model was developed by the use of solid mechanics and considers only 

the biomechanical influence on interfacial shear strength. By making assumptions such as 

100% bone-implant contact and that no adherence or friction exists between the bone and 

implant, the main contribution to the shear strength was found to be the slope of the area of 

the topography, which withstands the bone during the shear moment. This slope was named 

the mean slope and gives a measure of the retention strength induced by the implant 

topography. The interfacial shear strength was found to be proportional to the mean slope, 

Paper III. A schematic diagram of the RTQ shear situation as considered in the Local 

Biomechanical model is illustrated in Figure 3-3 with arrows indicating the areas which 

resists the bone. The calculated interfacial shear strength for blasted samples showed similar 

trends as obtained in vivo by measuring RTQ values, Papers III and V. The mean slope 

showed linear relationship with the 3D-surface roughness parameter Sdq, which suggests that 

the Sdq can be used to predict the ability of a surface to induce retention with the bone. The 

same correlation between mean slope, Sdq and in vivo RTQ could be established for other 

blasted and chemically treated surfaces in Paper V, showing the robustness and validity of the 

Local Biomechanical model.  

 
Figure 3-3. Illustration of the bone-implant interaction during the shear moment according 

to Local Biomechanical model. Arrows show the mean slope areas which influence the 

interfacial shear strength. 

If the mean slope values obtained from the Local Biomechanical model are used to 

calculate the interfacial shear strength, unreasonably large values are obtained. This originates 

from the assumption of 100% bone-to-implant contact at fracture during the shear moment 
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and the fact that the elasticity properties of the implant and bone are neglected in the model. 

By introducing the elasticity of both bone and implant material and allowing for a gap to 

develop between the implant and bone during the RTQ situation, the Local model was further 

developed to the Global Biomechanical model, Paper IV. During the shear moment, 

compressive forces are induced which, due to the elasticity of both bone and implant material, 

pushes the materials away from each other leaving a gap between the implant surface and 

bone, Figure 3-4. This gap reduces the bone-implant contact ratio during the shear moment 

and lowers the calculated interfacial shear strength, which gives values more comparable to 

those obtained from RTQ studies than the Local model. The Global Biomechanical model 

showed that factors such as: i) implant surface roughness, ii) bone support and quality, iii) 

modulus of elasticity of the implant material, vi) implant diameter and v) wall thickness, all 

affect the gap size and therefore also the interfacial shear strength. The Local and Global 

Biomechanical models can be useful tools in the development of biomechanically optimized 

implant designs and surface topographies to specific bone anatomies and qualities, Papers III 

and IV. However, the contributions to interfacial shear strength from other surface 

modifications such as for example chemical composition and electronic properties of the 

surface oxide film are not considered in these models. 

 
Figure 3-4. Illustration of the bone-implant interaction considered in the Global 

Biomechanical model. Arrows indicate the areas giving the mechanical resistance 

immediately before fracture during the RTQ tests. The white areas show the gap induced by 

shear moment through compression of material and bone.   

3.2. Integrated Biomechanical and Topographical Surface 

Characterization (IBTSC) 

In the previous sections, the value of using 3D-surface roughness parameters and the Local 

and Global Biomechanical models for describing the topographical and biomechanical effect 

on interfacial shear strength has been explained. Individually, these characterization  
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Figure 3-5. a) the Sa length-scale dependence for (b, e) turned surface, TS, treated with (c, f) oxalic acid, TS+AT2, and (d, 

g) a following treatment with diluted HF acid, TS+AT1. Filled symbols in the diagram represent values obtained in the 3D-

SEM range while unfilled symbols show AFM results. SEM settings: ×5000 (103×78 μm), 30kV, WD = 10 mm (ESEM 

XL30). AFM settings: 5×5 μm, 0.8 Hz, 512 scan lines (Multimode SPM IIIa). 
 

techniques are good tools to evaluate the biomechanical properties of the surface topography 

on different levels. However, by combining them it is possible to identify topographies with 

specific positive effects on the interfacial shear strength, and the level at which these 
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topographies appear. This integrated way of analyzing the topography and its effects was 

called the Integrated Biomechanical and Topographic Surface Characterization method 

(IBTSC) and is discussed in detail in Paper V. The method can be used as a tool to create 

biomechanically optimized surfaces at all length scales. Further, with this method the 

topographical effects of a single preparation process can be evaluated. However, this is only 

possible if the same point of the surface is analyzed both before and after the actual treatment. 

If this is not ensured, natural variations instead of the influence of the surface treatments is 

likely to be measured. 

In Papers II, III and V, the influence of chemical treatment and blasting on surface 

topography was evaluated. The chemical treatment using diluted HF acid induces nanoscaled 

surface features on both blasted and turned surfaces (Figure 3-2 and 5). This topographical 

change could not be observed within the 3D-SEM filter size range for the evaluated 

amplitude, spatial and volume parameters due to smoothening effects, Paper II. An example 

of this is given in Figure 3-5, where the Sa length-scale dependence for turned surface (b, e) 

treated with oxalic acid (c, f) and a following HF acid treatment (d, g) are shown. No 

differences could be observed in the range of the 3D-SEM filter sizes (filled symbols). 

However, by using AFM, the topographic differences of the surfaces are visualized and a 

separation in Sa values is obtained (unfilled symbols in Figure 3-5a). By AFM analysis, it is 

clearly shown that the oxalic acid and HF treatment induces sub-micro and nanosized surface 

features that influence the surface roughness, correctly analyzed in the AFM range.  

As mentioned earlier, amplitude, spatial or volume parameters could not separate 

between turned and chemically treated surfaces in the 3D-SEM range. However, using the 

hybrid parameters (Sdr and Sdq) [31], separation between these two surfaces could be obtained 

as illustrated by the Sdq parameter in Figure 3-6. The relationship between Sdq and mean slope 

suggests that the turned surface treated with oxalic acid+HF (TS+AT1) would induce much 

larger retention strength than the oxalic acid treated (TS+AT2) and the untreated turned (TS) 

surface. In addition, when the same chemical treatments are performed on blasted surfaces, 

the Local Biomechanical model suggests that the largest retention strength would be obtained 

for the oxalic acid+HF treated surface (CB+AT1) followed by oxalic acid treated (CB+AT2) 

and untreated (CB) surface. This trend was also obtained in vivo [74]. The fact that Sdq and 

RTQ show the same trend could reduce the amount of animal studies needed to evaluate the 

performance of new implant topographies.  
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Figure 3-6. Sdq parameter results for the surfaces shown in Figure 3-5 obtained at the 3D-SEM 

magnification of ×1200. TS show turned surface and CB coarse blasted surface. AT2 

corresponds to chemical treatment with oxalic acid while AT1 is oxalic acid treatment with a 

follow up treatment in diluted HF acid. 

In this chapter a limited amount of surface roughness parameters have been discussed. 

The choice of parameters to be used when evaluating the topography of dental implants 

depends on the specific question at hand. For example, if the ability of topography to retain 

fluid is of interest, volume parameters should be used. However, if the total height of the 

topography is in question, amplitude parameters are most suitable. It is always recommended 

that complementary techniques and parameters are utilized since no single parameter nor 

technique can completely describe the complex topography of a dental implant surfaces alone 

[26,67,71]. From the findings of Papers II, III and V, it is recommended that an analysis of the 

length-scale dependence is performed to evaluate the full surface topography. By using the 

IBTSC method, the micro- to nanoscale topography is analyzed and a wide variety of 3D-

SEM roughness parameters evaluated. This is necessary to give a detailed description of the 

complex topography of a dental implant and to be able to perform a correct interpretation of 

the topographical effect on the biological response. 
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4. MODIFICATION OF THE TITANIUM OXIDE FILM 

In the previous chapter, the increased interfacial shear strength due to a roughened implant 

surface structure and the corresponding biomechanical stimulation was discussed. However, 

the biological responses to a titanium dental implant are also affected by material properties 

such as surface chemistry and composition [75]. Biocompatibility is a term used to describe 

the ability of a material to induce an appropriate host response [76]. For titanium, the 

biocompatibility has been attributed to the thin (2-5 nm) titanium oxide film naturally formed 

in air thus preventing the underlying metal against corrosion [10,11,77,78]. Although the 

naturally formed oxide film is proved to be well suited for the human body, numerous studies 

have been performed to modify the chemical composition and structure of this oxide in order 

to create a more bioactive material for dental implant applications. Improved bone response 

has for example been obtained by incorporation of biologically important ions such as Ca2+, 

PO4
3-, SO4

2-, Mg2+, F- in the oxide or by covering the oxide with different kinds of coatings 

[13-15,78-82]. Using these surface modifications, substantial improvement in the biological 

performance has been reported and related to enhanced surface roughness and increased 

adsorption of specific blood serum proteins. However, only a limited number of studies 

consider the influence on the electronic properties of the oxide due to performed surface 

modification [19-21]. This chapter focuses on the electronic properties of the titanium oxide 

film and how these properties are affected when the surface is modified using various 

techniques. In addition, the effect of electronically altered surfaces on cellular response is also 

discussed.  

4.1. Semiconducting properties of titanium dioxide  

Titanium dioxide (TiO2) is a semiconductor and has intermediate electric conductivity as 

compared to a metal and an insulator. The electric conductivity of a material depends on the 

valence- and conducting band and the gap between these in the energy band structure. TiO2 is 

an ionic semiconductor where the valence band is mainly provided by the 2p orbitals of 
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oxygen and the conduction band from the 3d orbitals of titanium [83]. The semiconducting 

behaviour of TiO2 is n-type, which means that it has an excess of negative charge carries i.e. 

an excess of electrons. This is due to the defect crystal structure, TiO2-x, where the oxygen 

content decides the defect level and the electronic properties of the material. The levels of 

defects can be altered by changing the growth conditions for the oxide film [84-87]. Figure 4-

1a shows a schematic picture of the band structure for a typical n-type semiconductor where 

the Fermi level (EF) is situated closer to the conduction band (ECB) than the valence band 

(EVB).  

a) 
 

 

b) 
 

 
Figure 4-1. a) band structure of an n-type semiconductor before contact with electrolyte. A+/A 

shows the potential for the redox couple in solution. b) band structure of the semiconductor after 

contact with electrolyte. ECB and EVB show the conduction and valence bands, respectively. EF is the 

Fermi-level of the semiconductor.   

When a semiconductor is in contact with an electrolyte, the charge carriers are 

redistributed across the semiconductor/electrolyte interface until the Fermi-level is at the same 

potential as in the electrolyte. This is exemplified in Figure 4-1b where the potential at the 

solution side is given by the redox potential for A+/A. The redistribution of the charge carriers 

creates a strong electric field and a depletion layer (space charge layer) is formed close to the 

oxide/solution interface. The size of the space charge layer and the strength of the electric 

field is dependent on the amount of defects in the semiconductor as well as on the dielectric 

constant and temperature [87]. The space charge capacitance (Csc) contributes to the total 

capacitive behaviour of a semiconductor together with the capacitance of the double layer 

(Cdl) and of the oxide (Cox), Equation 4-1.  

dlscoxidetot

1111

CCCC
   Equation 4-1 
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The double layer is usually much larger than the space charge capacitance and can therefore 

be ignored. To measure the conductivity and defect level of a semiconductor, electrochemical 

impedance spectroscopy (EIS) can be used and this will be further described in Section 4.2.3.  

4.2. Altering of the electronic properties of the titanium oxide film  

As stated in the introduction to this chapter, the composition and chemistry of the material are 

factors, which influence the biological response. By using various surface modification 

techniques, the biological affinity of the TiO2 film can be improved. Blasting and hydrofluoric 

acid (HF) treatment of titanium surfaces are two examples of successful modifications 

showing increased osseointegration and thrombogenicity compared to smooth or chemically 

untreated surfaces [14,56,81,88]. This has been explained by improved surface topography 

and surface chemistry. However, the results from Paper I show that both blasting and HF 

treatment generate changes in the electric properties of the titanium oxide and this could be a 

contributing factor to the increased biocompatibility observed for the actual surfaces [88,89]. 

Blasting induces distortions in the oxide structure and this results in increased numbers of 

charge carriers and a more conducting film, Paper I. The additional HF treatment increases 

the level of donor densities even further due to incorporation of fluoride ions (F-) in the oxide 

structure through the exchange reaction shown in Equation 4-2, Paper I.  

 OHTiFFTiOH 22     where  pH < pHpzc Equation 4-2 

pHpzc is the point of zero charge and represents the pH where the net charge is zero. When an 

implant is surgically placed in vivo, a decrease in pH due to minor inflammation is induced. 

By introducing fluoride ions into the oxide structure, the pHpzc of the titanium oxide film is 

decreased which means that the positive charge of the oxide film at acidic pH also decreases 

due to formation of TiF groups (Equation 4-2). This reduces the electrostatic repulsion 

between the titanium oxide and positively charged cations and plasmaproteins e.g. Ca2+ and 

fibrinogen, which are important for new bone formation [39,90]. An enhanced adsorption of 

both Ca2+ and fibrinogen are believed to be beneficial for triggering blood coagulation and the 

formation of new bone [39]. As the findings in Paper I show, the electronic properties of the 

outermost oxide film could enhance the osseointegration of a titanium dental implant. 

However, since the HF and blasting treatments both induces changes in electronic properties 

and topography it is impossible to establish the effect on biocompatibility from electronic 

properties solely. In Paper VI, an attempt to further investigate this relationship was 
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performed using titanium oxide films with different electronic properties but with the same 

topography. The following sections describe the preparation and topographic, chemical and 

electrical characteristics of the surfaces used in Paper VI.  

4.2.1 Titanium oxide growth 

In order to create samples with different electronic properties but with a minimal change in 

topography, galvanostatic anodization was used in Paper VI. Anodization is an 

electrochemical technique where a potential (potentiostatic anodization) or current 

(galvanostatic anodization) is applied over a metal forcing the oxide to grow. The oxide 

growth reaction for titanium dioxide (TiO2) is shown in Equation 4-3 [85]. 

  e4H4TiOOH2Ti 22   Equation 4-3  

Titanium oxide growth takes place both at the metal/oxide and oxide/solution interfaces due 

to the applied field. The field strength decreases as the oxide film is growing and the oxide 

growth is stopped when the field strength is to low to promote ion migration through the film. 

Anodization has been used for many years in dental implant applications, preferably to create 

an altered surface topography. If high potentials or currents are used e.g. 100 V, 100 mA or 

higher, the change in topography is due to the vigorous oxygen evolution. The formed oxygen 

breaks through the oxide film and creates pores in the surface structure that has shown to 

iprove the osseointegration and cell response [91-93]. The pore size and the thickness of the 

oxide are affected by for example the concentration of the electrolyte and the magnitude of 

the applied field [94-98]. One example of an implant having a pore-structured surface induced 

by anodization is the commercially available TiUnite™ implant (Nobel Biocare) [86,93]. If 

the applied potential or current is low, the oxygen formation at the metal/oxide interface is 

moderate and the oxide grows according to Equation 4-3 without inducing pore structured 

surfaces. This method was used in Paper VI, and will be comprehensively described in the 

next section, 4.2.2  

4.2.2 Galvanostatic anodization of titanium oxide 

Galvanostatic anodization using low current densities was, in Paper VI, used for two different 

purposes i) preparation of titanium oxide films with different electronic properties but with 

minimal changes in topography and ii) to illustrate changes in the electronic properties of the 

titanium oxide, Paper VI. In the preparation part, three different current densities were used 

i.e. 2.4, 4.8 and 11.9 mVcm-2 and the oxide film growth was continued until a potential of 
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20V was reached. By ending the anodization at the same potential, oxides with similar 

thicknesses were expected [85]. The anodization induced formation of a thicker oxide film, 

which can be observed by a colour shift from greyish to light (2.4 mVcm-2) or dark (4.8 and 

11.9 mVcm-2) blue. Topographical analysis of the anodized samples using AFM and MeX® 

showed only small changes in surface morphology and roughness, Figure 4-2 and Table 4-1. 

Further, the anodization did not induce any changes in surface energy calculated from contact 

angle measurements. 

a)  

 

b) 

 
c) 

 

e) 

 

 

Figure 4-2. AFM images of the turned surfaces before and after anodization to 20V of turned 

surfaces. a) reference (TS), anodization currents of b) 2.4, c) 4.8 and d) 11.9 mAcm-2. AFM 

settings; 10×10 μm, 0.8 Hz, 512 scan lines (Multimode SPM IIIa),  

 

Table 4-1. Surface roughness parameters for the reference (TS) and anodized surfaces 

analyzed in Paper VI. Surface roughness parameters are calculated from AFM measurements 

at 10x10 μm scan size and after applying a filter of 1.992 μm (corresponds to 20 % of the 

horizontal length of the scan size) 

 TS 2.4 mVcm-2 4.8 mVcm-2 11.9 mVcm-2 
  average stdev average stdev average stdev average stdev 
Sa (nm) 11.36 1.19 11.94 0.01 15.74 0.60 16.01 1.57 
S10z (nm) 124.96 13.77 193.50 7.38 239.45 50.73 193.08 45.03 
Sdq 0.25 0.07 0.37 0.05 0.38 0.02 0.39 0.02 
Sdr (%) 3.52 1.49 7.11 2.07 7.08 0.92 7.41 0.64 
Vmc (ml/cm2) 123.67 11.15 132.50 0.71 171.00 6.93 172.25 15.61 
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For the other purpose, the galvanostatic anodization procedure was used to study how 

the electronic properties of the oxide changes as a function of current density. Time to reach 

the predetermined potential decreased with increasing current density, Figure 4-3. A 

continuous increase in potential with time was obtained for the two highest current densities, 

4.8 and 11.9 mVcm-2, while the anodization curve obtained with 2.4 mVcm-2 had a different 

appearance. This curve indicates a local potential maximum between regions with different 

slopes, Figure 4-3. The local maximum has been described in the literature as representing a 

change either in growth efficiency or anodization ratio and the width of the local maximum 

indicate if the change is sudden (narrow maximum) or gradual (broad maximum) [99]. The 

total charge involved in the oxide growth up to 20 V was calculated to approximately 80 

mCcm-2 for the surfaces anodized with 4.8 and 11.9 mVcm-2. For the surfaces anodized with 

2.4 mVcm-2, the amount of charge was significantly higher, approximately 1 Ccm-2, and 

indicates that oxygen evolution occurs to a higher extent when oxides are growth by using 2.4 

mVcm-2 compared to 4.8 and 11.9 mVcm-2. From the various slopes of the V/t curves for the 

anodized samples with different current densities, Figure 4-3, the growth efficiency (η, %) can 

be calculated through Equation 4-4 (assuming that the anodization ratio (AR) is constant) [99]. 
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  Equation 4-4 

where AR was assumed to be 2.0 nm/V, Mw and ρ the molar weight and density of TiO2, itot 

the total current, z the metal valence and F is Faradays constant.  

The anodization curves for the surfaces anodized with 2.4, 4.8 and 11.9 mVcm-2 in 

Paper VI, show all an immediate increase in potential to approximately 1.6 V, Figure 4-3. 

This increase is attributed to the thin naturally formed oxide film of TiO2. By plotting the 

following V/t slopes of the anodization curves, a growth efficiency of 79 % was calculated by 

using Equation 4-4, assuming that the AR is constant. This growth efficiency was increased to 

100 % when the V/t slopes close to 20 V were used. This shows that the local maximum in 

the anodization curve for the 2.4 mVcm-2 marks the transition between oxide growth with 

simultaneous oxygen evolution (before maximum) and mainly oxide growth (after 

maximum). Since oxygen evolution takes place within the film while growing with 2 mVcm-

2, internal stresses and changes in the oxide structure are induced [99,100], which may create 

oxides with different properties as compared to oxide films grown by 4.8 and 11.9 mVcm-2. 

No local maximum in anodization curves for oxides grown by 4.8 and 11.9 mVcm-2 were 
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observed, Figure 4-3. However, if the anodization had continued to higher voltages a local 

maximum would have been seen also for the higher current densities [97].   

 

 
 

Figure 4-3. Anodization curves for galvanostatic anodization of turned titanium discs using 

three different current densities. The time scale for 4.8 and 11.9 mVcm-2 is read on the top 

scale while the 2.4 mVcm-2 curve is read on the bottom scale.  

4.2.3 The effect on the oxide conductivity by anodization 

Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) was used to measure the conductivity and the 

amount of defects of the formed oxides in Paper VI, and the results are summaries in this 

section.  

EIS measurements at open circuit potential (OCP) before and after anodization using 

different current densities are shown in Figure 4-4. At high frequencies, the obtained log Z 

values are related to the solution resistance, Rsol, of the cell and are independent of the 

analyzed sample i.e. same log Z values for all samples in Figure 4-4. With decreased 

frequency, the capacitive and resistive behaviour of the sample was measured and differences 

in both log Z and phase angles were measured for the anodized samples as compared to the 

untreated samples, Figure 4-4. An ideal capacitor would induce impedance data with a slope 

of -1 for the log Z vs log f curve and a phase angle of 90° for the same frequencies. However, 

real systems often show non-ideal capacitive behaviour comprising log Z slopes lower than -1 

and phase angles lower than 90°, i.e. a frequency dependent capacitance. Reasons for such 

deviations are for example surface heterogeneities and inhomogeneous oxide properties, 
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which induce a distribution of time constants [101,102]. Non-ideal capacitive behaviour is 

observed for the natural TiO2 oxide and as well as for the galvanostatically grown oxide films, 

Figure 4-4.  

 

Figure 4-4. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) data for the raw 

material (pre) and anodized surfaces measured at the open circuit potential.  

When modelling the EIS data to equivalent circuits, the non-ideal capacitive behaviour 

of the oxide films in Paper VI was simulated using Constant Phase Elements (CPE) which is 

placed in series with the solution resistance of the equivalent circuit, Figure 2-5. The fitting 

process gives values for the capacitance (Q) and frequency dispersion (α) for the CPE 

elements, which in turn can be used to calculate the effective (frequency independent) 

capacitance. Different models have been used to calculate the effective capacitance depending 

on the system studied [101,102]. It has been demonstrated that for lateral distribution of time 

constants the solution resistance is included in the calculations, while for a distribution of 

time constant perpendicular to the surface it can be omitted. For the system studied here, 

where an oxide is formed on the electrode surface, distribution of time constants occurs both 

laterally due to the roughness of the surface and perpendicularly due to inhomogeneous 

properties of the oxide. The effective capacitance was therefore calculated using Equation 4-

5.  
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For the anodized samples in Paper VI, two time constants are observed (Figure 4-4), 

which is due to the formation of a layered oxide structure with an inner dense and an outer 
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more porous layer. Both the resistance and dielectric constant can vary within the layers and 

complicate the interpretation of the impedance data [101,103]. For example have dielectric 

constants between 20-170 been reported in literature [104,105].  

To fit the EIS data for the anodized films presented in Figure 4-4, an equivalent circuit 

consisting of two CPE elements in series has to be used, Figure 2-1b. At OCP, the total 

capacitance of the oxide film is measured and is the sum of the inverse effective capacitances 

of the CPE elements in the equivalent circuit. Decreased capacitances were obtained for oxide 

films grown with increased current densities, shown in Figure 4-5. However, the anodization 

treatment significantly decreased the capacitance as compared to the naturally oxide film, 

shown as dotted line in Figure 4-5. 
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Figure 4-5. Total capacitances and the standard devations for the surfaces anodized with 

2.4, 4.8 and 11.9 mVcm-2 calculated from EIS data (Figure 4-4). The dotted line shows the 

capacitance for the natural oxide film. The points show the number of donor densities (Nd) 

calculated from Mott-Schottky (Figure 4-6).  

The amounts of charge carriers in the oxide were determined by impedance 

measurements utilizing Mott-Schottky analysis. In Paper VI the impedance response is 

measured at constant frequency during a linear potential sweep from +2 to 0 V. The 

capacitances are calculated using Equation 4-6 and C-2 is plotted as a function of applied 

potential, Figure 4-6.  
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 = 2 f , where f is the frequency at which the analysis is performed. A is the geometric area 

and Z’’ the imaginary part of the measured impedance.  
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Figure 4-6. a) Mott-Schottky curves for the anodized samples measured at 100Hz. b) Number of donor densities 

(Nd) calculated from the derivate of the Mott-Schottky curve.  

Linear C-2 vs E curves are expected for ideal semiconductors according to the Mott-

Schottky relationship between the space charge capacitance and applied potential, Equation 2-

1. The number of charge carriers (Nd) and the flatband potential (Efb) can be determined from 

the slope and intercept of such plots (if Cox and Cdl is assumed to be much larger than Csc). 

The Mott-Schottky curves obtained were however non-linear, Figure 4-6, which indicates that 

the oxide film is layered with dissimilar capacitive behaviour [106]. The reasons for non-

linearity of the Mott-Schottky curves have been related to inhomogeneous doping levels, 

irregularities of surface structure, changes in resistivity of the oxide film etc. [87,98,107,108], 

leading to a change in the number of charge carriers with potential. Non-linear Mott-Schottky 

curves are also typically observed for passive films where the semiconducting innermost layer 

is covered by a more resistive outer layer [87,106,107,109,110]. The capacitances measured 

for the anodized surfaces by Mott-Schottky at the higher potentials (Figure 4-6) are therefore 

the total capacitance obtained from both the space charge region and the insulating film. The 

number of donor densities (Nd) were calculated from the derivative of the non-linear Mott-

Schottky curves in Paper VI and the results are shown in Figure 4-6b. For all anodized 

surfaces, the level of Nd decreases with decreased potential where highest donor densities 

were observed at the metal/oxide interface and lowest at the oxide/electrolyte. The donor 

density for the oxide can therefore be taken from the minimum in the Nd curve in Figure 4-6b 

where the capacitances in the Mott-Schottky curve is obtained from the oxide and double 
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layer. The number of charge carriers is decreasing with increasing anodization current density 

as shown in Figure 4-5 and shows that by growing oxides with 11.9 mVcm-2, less conducting 

oxide films are formed. This is the same trend as observed in references [98] and [85]. From 

the region in the Mott-Schottky curve where constant Nd is shown, the flat band potential (Efb) 

for the oxides were calculated and was found to be close to 0 V for the anodized surfaces. 

4.3. Cellular response to oxide films with different electric properties 

In order to investigate the influence of electronic properties on bone cell activity, osteoblastic 

cells (MG-63) were cultivated on the surfaces anodized with 2.4, 4.8 and 11.9 mVcm-2, Paper 

VI. After 36 h cultivation, similar cell spreading and morphology were observed on the 

surfaces anodized with 2.4 and 4.8 mVcm-2 as compared to the untreated surface, Figure 4-7a, 

b and c.  

a) 

 

b) 

 
 

c) 

 

 

d) 

 
 

Figure 4-7. SEM images showing the cell morphology and spreading on anodized samples after 36 h. 

a) Turned titanium disc reference (TS) anodized with b) 2.4, c) 4.8 and d) 11.9 mVcm-2. SEM settings; 

SE detector, 30kV, WD = 10mm (XL30 ESEM). 
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For the surface anodized with 11.9 mVcm-2, decreased cell adhesion, decreased cell area 

and less cell extensions were observed. Through measurement of DNA content, the number of 

cells present on each sample were determined. After 7 days of cultivation, decreased cell 

numbers were found on the surface anodized with 11.9 mVcm-2 as compared to the other 

surfaces and this trend was maintained after 14 days, Paper VI. However, the cells adherent to 

the surfaces anodized with 11.9 mVcm-2 showed high mineralization activity but a somewhat 

delayed remodelling and decreased down regulation capacity of osteoclasts (ALP, PGE2 and 

OPG), Paper VI. 

Increased levels of adhered osteoblast and cellular response have been reported when 

surfaces exhibit a micro- and/or nanoroughened surface topography, high surface energy and 

wettability [94,95,111]. Explanations to this behaviour have been discussed in the terms of 

increased surface area, increased ability to adsorb important extracellular ions and proteins 

etc. Considering surface roughness and wettability, the highest number of adherent cells for 

the anodized surfaces in Paper VI would be expected for the surface with the largest 

roughness and with the highest surface energy. However, all anodized surfaces exhibited 

similar surface energies and the surface with the largest nanoroughness, measured for the 

surfaces anodized with 11.9 mAcm-2, obtained the lowest cell numbers, Figure 4-7 and Paper 

VI. These results suggest that the electronic properties of the surfaces do have an effect on the 

cell response, and that this effect is superior to the contribution of small changes in the 

topography (Table 4-1). The surfaces were also immersed in simulated body fluid (SBF) 

mimicking the bioactivity of mineralization in bone, where anodization significantly increased 

the early formation of apatite. After longer times the effect of anodization was however 

diminished, Paper VI. Somewhat lower amounts of apatite were measured for the surface 

anodized with 11.9 mVcm-2 after 1 week as compared to the reference and the other anodized 

surfaces, Paper VI.  Based on the cell study and the SBF test, more conducting films seem to 

be preferable for dental implant applications. The effect on bioactivity by combining 

nanostructure and altered electronic properties will be discussed further in Chapter 5. This 

chapter will also include a more thorough description of the SBF method.  
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5. NANOSTRUCTURES 

Nanotechnology has taken a prominent place in many research fields during the last 10 years 

due to the new physical and chemical material properties that this technique offers as 

compared to many conventional alternatives. Nanosized titanium dioxide (TiO2) are used in a 

wide variety of applications from pharmaceuticals and paints to toothpaste and implants [112] 

where the concept of nano describes surface features of 100 nm or smaller. Nanostructures 

have been shown to induce increased cell adhesion and protein adsorption, which both are 

important for the osseointegration of dental implants [18,94,95]. The cell behaviour is also 

affected by the size, shape and distance between the nanostructures [113,114] giving an 

opportunity to design surfaces with optimized cell affinity. In previous chapters the effect of 

microtopography and electronic properties on the biocompatibility of titanium surfaces for 

dental implant applications have been discussed. The knowledge obtained from the 

biomechanical models in combination with the effects of electronic conductivity were, in 

Paper VII, used to design well characterized nanostructured surfaces with altered electronic 

properties. These surfaces were created by coating titanium discs with titanium dioxide 

nanoparticles of different sizes. In this chapter, the topographical and electronic properties of 

titanium dioxide (TiO2) coated surfaces are evaluated.  

5.1. TiO2 nanoparticles  

 In Paper VII, spherical TiO2 nanoparticles of three different sizes were spin-coated onto 

turned titanium discs in order to create nanostructured surfaces with altered electronic 

properties, Paper VII. The TiO2 particles with the largest diameters were commercially 

available (Degussa P25) with an individual particle size in the range of 30-80 nm and 3:1 ratio 

of anatase and rutile, respectively [115]. The particle suspension of P25 particles used in 

Paper VII consisted of both individual particles and larger aggregates. In addition to the P25 

particles, two smaller sizes of TiO2 nanoparticles synthesized by controlled hydrolysis of 

TiCl4 were used in Paper VII. By controlling reaction temperature, dialysis time/temperature 
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and storage time/temperature, TiO2 nanoparticles of 22 and 8 nm in diameter were obtained 

[22]. The particles consisted predominately of anatase with only low traces of brookite. 

Detailed description regarding synthesis and characterization of the 8 and 22 nm particles can 

be found in [22]. Using spin coating, the particles were transferred from solution onto 

titanium discs with turned surfaces (TS surface used in Papers II, III and V). 

a) 

 

b) 

 
 

c) 

 

 

d) 

 
 

e) 

 
 

Figure 5-1. SEM images on particle coated samples. a) Turned titanium surface (TS) coated 

with two layers of b) 8 nm particles, c) 22 nm particles, d) P25 (Degussa) and e) a turned 

titanium surface treated with oxalic acid and diluted HF acid sequentially (TS+AT1). SEM 

settings; In-Lense SE detector, 1 kV, WD 2.5 mm (Leo Ultra 55 FEG SEM) 
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Figure 5-1 shows high-resolution SEM images of the reference (TS) surface coated with 8 nm 

(TS+8), 22 nm (TS+22) and commercial TiO2 (TS+P25) particles. As a complement to the 

nanoparticle-coated surfaces, the nanostructured TS+AT1 (turned surface treated with oxalic 

acid and HF acid) surface were included in the study. The  topography of this surface was 

evaluated in Paper V and the results showed that the treatments induce a hierarchically 

structured topography consisting of grooves and precipitated nanosized features, Paper V and 

[69], Figure 5-1e. The chemical composition and changes in electrochemical properties 

induced by the AT1 treatment have been discussed before [69]. In Paper VII, the coated and 

nanostructured surfaces were topographically, electrochemically and chemically evaluated 

and this as well as the effect on apatite formation in simulated body fluid (SBF) will be 

discussed in the following sections.  

5.2. Topographical and chemical analysis 

Topographical analysis of the coated and nanostructured surfaces was performed by AFM 

using overlapping scan sizes and a Gaussian filter of different sizes to obtain information of 

surface features in the range of 10 to 0.150 μm as described in Chapter 3. The coating with 

P25 particles (TS+P25) induced the largest changes in surface topography followed by the 

oxalic acid+HF treated surface (TS+AT1). This is illustrated in Figure 5-2 where the Sa 

(average height) and Sdq (root-mean-square of surface slope) parameters are plotted versus log 

filter size. Both coating with P25 particles and treatment according to AT1 (oxalic acid and 

HF) induced additional surface structures on top of the turned surface without fully covering 

it, Figure 5-1d and e, where the turned surface is shown as the darker areas. The coatings 

comprised of 8 and 22 nm particles (TS+8 and TS+22) completely covering the turned surface 

with particles, which in turn caused a decrease in surface roughness, Figure 5-2. Chemical 

analysis of the surfaces was performed by gracing-angle X-ray diffraction (GI-XRD). Besides 

titanium metal peaks, anatase and titanium-hydride peaks were identified for the TS+P25 and 

TS+AT1 surfaces, respectively. Only titanium metal peaks were obtained for the Ti+8 and 

Ti+22 samples, which show that the coatings are too thin to be measured by the GI-XRD. 

XRD patterns for the analyzed surfaces are shown in Figure 5-5 together with XRD patterns 

after SBF immersion.  
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Figure 5-2. Length scale dependence for a) Sa (Average height) and b) Sdq (RMS-surface slope) surface 

roughness parameters measured on turned surfaces (TS) coated with 8 nm (TS+8), 22 nm (TS+22) and P25 

(TS+P25) particles and treated with oxalic acid and diluted HF acid ( TS+AT1). Analysis technique, AFM. Scan 

sizes a) 10×10, 5×5 and 3×3 μm and  b) 10×10 μm. The points at the largest filter size corresponds to unfiltered 

values at 10×10 μm can size. 

5.3. Electrochemical investigation of nanoparticles coated surfaces 

In the present section, the electronic properties of the particle coated and nanostructured 

surfaces used in Paper VII are discussed. Spherical TiO2 nanoparticles with a diameter less 

than 100 nm have increased reactivity as compared to titanium particles of larger sizes or to 

titanium materials with larger grain sizes. The higher reactivity is due to under-coordinated 

surface atoms induced by the curvature of the nanoparticles [116]. The electronic properties 

of the coated and nanostructured surfaces were studied by cyclic voltammetry (CV) Figure 5-

3a. By scanning the potential in negative direction, the current injected into the oxide film is 

measured. When a more negative potential is applied, the Fermi level of the oxide film is 

shifted towards the conduction band and electrons can be injected into electronic traps 

situated just below the conduction band or defective surface sites within the TiO2 band 

structure [117,118]. The reduction peak obtained at -0.89 V (Ag/AgCl, sat KCl) for the turned 

surface (TS) has been suggested to represent the filling of interstitial sites corresponding to 

the reduction of Ti(IV) to Ti(III) [119]. A corresponding but smaller oxidation peak is 

observed for the anodic sweep at somewhat higher potentials, inset in Figure 5-3a. This peak 

corresponds to partial emptying of the electronic trap. For the coated surfaces, the 

Ti(IV)/Ti(III) reduction peak is shifted towards more negative potential with decreased 

particle size. For the second scan the size of the reduction peak decreased for all samples but 
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most prominently for the 8 and 22 nm particle coated samples. This shows that most of the 

electrons are contained in the electronic traps and to fully empty these traps, more positive 

potentials would be necessary [118]. At more negative potentials, an exponential increase in 

current was observed for all surfaces, Figure 5-3a. This increase corresponds to the filling of 

energy levels close to the conducting band or to the filling of the conducting band [118,119], 

and not to hydrogen evolution since a symmetrical oxidation peak was observed, Figure 5-3a. 

The size of this peak is proportional to the active surface area of the electrodes [119] which 

increases with decreased particle size, Figure 5-3a. This trend is the opposite as obtained by 

AFM analysis where the TS+8 surface was identified as the surface with the lowest surface 

roughness followed by TS+22 and TS+P25 surfaces, Figure 5-2. The inconsistency between 

the CV and AFM trends show that the area measured by the AFM technique is the 

topographic area, which is not the same as the active area of the electrode as measured by CV.  

a) 

 

b) 

 

Figure 5-3. a) cyclic voltammogram for titanium discs with a turned surface (TS) coated with nanoparticles: 8 

nm (TS+8), 22 nm (TS+22), P25 particles (TS+P25). TS+AT1 show CV for turned surface treated with oxalic 

acid and HF acid. In Figure b), the potential from the CV scan is plotted vs the calculated DOS for the 

reference and coated samples. CV´s were performed in 0.1 M KOH with a sweep rate of 50 mVs-1. The inset 

shows an enlargement of the CV for the TS surface. 

5.3.1 Density of states (DOS) 

The number of interstitial traps also called density of states (DOS) within the oxide film can 

be calculated from the reduction peaks in the CV scans by Equation 5-1.  
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I
eEg  Equation 5-1 

where g0 is the first estimate of the DOS in the band gap valid at zero Kelvin, L is the 

thickness of the film, I the current, A the electrode area, υ the sweep rate, e the elementary 

charge, E the potential. Two peaks are observed in the cathodic scan for the coated samples i) 

an exponential tail of the conduction band, gtail(-eE), at the most negative potential and ii) a 

Gaussian-like distribution of the DOS, ggauss(-eE). The DOS in the exponential tail 

corresponds to the filling of states close to the conduction band while the Gaussian-like 

distribution corresponds to the filling of states within the band gap and the respectively DOS 

are calculated according to Equations 5-2 and 5-3 [118]. 
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where gtail,BE is the DOS at the edge of the conduction band and α is related to the extension of 

the tail into the band gap. 
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  Equation 5-3 

where gtail,BE corresponds to the complete filling of interstitial states in the band gap, Ep is the 

peak potential and σ the standard deviation about the peak potential. 

The calculated DOS are plotted vs the potential (E-Efb) to visualize the position of DOS in 

relationship to the Fermi-level, here calculated to -1.1 V from the experiments in acid 

solution, Figure 5-3b. As seen in the Figure, the calculated interstitial DOS levels are 

positioned at different potentials for the samples where the TS surface has DOS levels at 

energies furthest below the Fermi-level followed by the TS+P25 and TS+22 surfaces, which 

maximum in interstitial DOS is close to the Fermi-level. The interstitial DOS for the surface 

coated with 8 nm particles are obtained at energies above the Fermi-level (at lower potentials) 

and also obtains the highest numbers of interstitial DOS. As also seen in Figure 5-3b, the 

filling of DOS within the exponential tail of the CV starts at different potentials for the 

surfaces in the order from lowest to highest potentials; TS+8<TS+22<TS+P25<TS. The 

amounts as well as at which potentials the DOS levels are obtained can alter the affinity of the 

surfaces for protein adsorption [19-21].  
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5.4. Simulated Body Fluid (SBF) 

The biocompatibility of materials is closely related to the induced cellular response and 

protein adsorption. In addition, it has been suggested that the ability of a material to induce 

apatite nucleation is essential in order to form a strong bonding between a material and its 

surrounding [36]. To evaluate this ability, materials can be immersed in simulated body fluid 

(SBF). SBF is a synthetic solution with ion concentrations similar to that of human plasma 

and is supersaturated with respect to apatite. The hydroxylated form of apatite is called 

hydroxyapatite (Ca5(PO4)3OH) and is an important mineral for the mechanical strength of 

bones [36,37]. Although the relationship between SBF test and in vivo has been questioned 

[120], the method is a useful tool for comparison the ability of different surfaces to induce 

apatite nucleation. The SBF method was used on the coated surfaces in Paper VII and the 

results are summarized here.  

The coated and nanostructured surfaces in Paper VII were immersed in SBF solution for 

12 h, 72 h, and 1 week at 37.0 °C and the amount of apatite formed was evaluated by EDX. 

Using the ratios of titanium signals measured for the samples after and before SBF immersion 

an indirect measure of the apatite coverage of the surfaces was obtained, Figure 5-4.  
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Figure 5-4. Calculated apatite coverage of the nanoparticles coated and nanostructured surfaces from 

EDX analysis after 12h, 72h and 1 week immersion in SBF, Paper VII. TS = turned surface, TS+8, 22 

and P25 indicate surfaces coated with 8 nm, 22 nm and Degussa P25 particles. TS+AT1 show turned 

surface treated with oxalic acid and HF.  

The particle-coated surfaces increased the early apatite formation as compared to the uncoated 

and nanostructured surfaces, Figure 5-4. However, after 72 h and 1 week, the uncoated 

reference surface obtained similar apatite coverage as the particle coated samples while the 
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TS+AT1 surface obtained the highest apatite coverage, Figure 5-4. The Ca/P ratios observed 

after 72 h were approximately 1.5 for all surfaces, indicating tricalciumphosphate 

(Ca3(PO4)2), and was unchanged after 1 week immersion in SBF for all analysed surfaces. 

The crystallinity of the formed apatite layers was evaluated by GI-XRD. Traces of amorphous 

Ca-P compounds were detected after 1 week immersion in SBF on the TS, TS+8 on TS+22 

surfaces, shown as a broad peak in the XRD pattern at 2Ө = 32 [121], in Figure 5-5a 

exemplified by the TS+22 surface. For the TS+AT1 surface where thick apatite layers were 

obtained already after 72 h immersion in SBF, peaks indicating crystalline Ca-P compounds 

were detected by XRD (2Ө = 26 - 32)  [121,122], Figure 5-5b. The intensity of the peaks 

increased with time immersed in SBF solution.  

 
Figure 5-5. XRD patterns for the a) TS+22 and b) TS+P25 surfaces before (0 h) and after SBF immersion for 1 

week. c) shows the XRD patterns for the TS+AT1 surface before (0 h) and after immersion in SBF for 12 h, 72 h 

and 1 week. Incident angle 5°. Peaks normalized to the largest Ti-metal peak.  
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In the XRD pattern of the TS+P25 surface, anatase peaks from the particles were obtained 

which is according to literature [115], Figure 5-5c. Despite that EDX analysis showed similar 

apatite coverage for the TS+P25 surface as for the TS+8 and TS+22 surfaces (Figure 5-4), no 

peaks corresponding to Ca-P compounds were detected by XRD, Figure 5-5c.   

The morphology of the apatite layers was evaluated by SEM. Figure 5-6 illustrates SEM 

images of the coated and nanostructured surfaces after 1 week of immersion in SBF and 

shows that the morphology of the formed apatite layer is very different depending on the 

underlying surface.  

The apatite layer obtained for the TS+AT1 surface (Figure 5-6e) is of similar 

morphology as can be seen in the literature on surfaces covered with a thick layer of apatite 

[36,123]. Cracks were observed within the apatite layer of the TS+AT1 surface and have been 

explained to be due to drying effects [16,124]. The morphology and thickness of the apatite 

layer on the TS, TS+8 and TS+22 samples are much thinner than observed on the TS+AT1 

surface and show distinct cracks with small apatite crystals situated at certain places within 

the cracks, Figure 5-5a-c. The crystals were formed before the cracks as determined by SEM 

imaging after 12 and 72 h in SBF. The Ca/P ratio for the crystallites was 1.7 and indicates the 

formation of hydroxyapatite (Ca5(PO4)3OH). Partially detachment of the apatite layers on the 

TS+8 and TS+22 surfaces are observed, Figure 5-6b and c, and could be due to the absence of 

surface roughness which is necessary to create a strong anchorage of the formed apatite layer 

[125,126]. Early nucleation of apatite crystals has been reported to increase on titanium 

surfaces comprised of anatase as compared to amorphous titanium [16,127]. This could 

explain the earlier apatite nucleation observed for the surfaces coated with 8 and 22 nm 

particles, predominantly of anatase phase [22], compared to the TS and TS+AT1 surfaces. 

The combination of anatase phase and higher surface roughness can explain the higher apatite 

coverage obtained for the TS+P25 surface at all SBF immersion times compared to the TS+8 

and TS+22 surfaces, Figure 5-4. 

5.5. Prospects of TiO2 nanoparticles for dental implant applications 

As stated in the introduction to this chapter, TiO2 nanoparticles are used in a large variety of 

applications. Although the nanoparticles are non-toxic by themselves, the possible harmful 

effects on environment and health are now discussed. For orthopaedic implants micro- and 

nanosized particles can be induced by wear. Nanoparticles of these sizes have been shown to 

be taken up by cells and induce alteration of the cell function and the formation of giant cells 
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that in turn can give rise to osseointegration failure [128,129]. However, TiO2 nanoparticles 

solely have been shown to decrease bacterial adhesion, which causes problems with adhesives 

and dental implants [130,131]. The results obtained in Paper VII, where coatings of TiO2 

nanoparticles clearly enhanced the early apatite formation, indicate that TiO2 nanoparticles 

could be useful in dental implant applications although further investigations are necessary. 

a) 

 

b) 

 
 

c) 

 

 

d) 

 
 

e) 

 
 

Figure 5-6. SEM images after immersion in SBF solution for 1 week. Titanium discs with a) turned surface 

(TS), b-d) coated surfaces with 8 nm (TS+8), 22 nm (TS+22) and P25 (TS+P25) particles. e) show turned 

surface treated with oxalic acid and diluted HF acid (TS+AT1). SEM settings;  ×1000, 10 kV, WD 10 mm 

(ESEM XL30). 
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE ASPECTS 

- An integrated concept for surface characterization was developed – IBTSC (Integrated 

Biomechanical and Topographic Surface Characterization) and can be used to evaluate the 

topographical changes induced by sequential process steps. This concept is an excellent 

tool when developing new surfaces with biomechanically optimized surface topography. 

To further investigate the applicability of the IBTSC concept, the model will be applied 

on additional surface structures.  

- An improved understanding of the biomechanical properties was gained by simulating the 

interfacial shear strength of model and real implant surfaces. A simple relationship 

between surface roughness and interfacial shear strength was established and is integrated 

in the IBTSC approach. Besides the surface roughness, bone quality and implant design  

were shown to be important.  

- Alteration of the electronic properties of TiO2 film had a larger influence on cellular 

attachment and early apatite nucleation than a small change in surface topography. Based 

on these results, thin and more conducting oxide films with a high level of defects seem to 

be preferable for dental implant applications.  

To establish the relationship between altered electronic properties and biological response 

further investigations of anodized samples by for example cell studies and protein 

experiments are necessary. 

- TiO2 nanoparticle coated samples induce an altered surface reactivity as compared to the 

uncoated reference. The coatings significantly increased the early nucleation of apatite, 

which indicates a more bioactive surface.  

Studies of protein adsorption on the coated samples would give further information 

regarding the effect of TiO2 nanoparticles on the early biological response.  

By altering the coating thickness and preparation conditions, such as temperature, the 

interaction strength between the underlying substrate and the nanoparticles as well as 

particle-particle interaction can be improved. 
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